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Magdy Younes1,2Abstract
Evaluation of sleep in clinical polysomnograms continues to rely almost exclusively on visual scoring that
implements rules proposed by Rechtschaffen and Kales nearly 50 years ago. Apart from its cost and time-
consuming nature, visual scoring has limitations including: A) Sleep depth, which is a continuous variable, is treated
as if it changes in a stepwise fashion from light (stage 1), to intermediate (stage 2) to deep (stage 3). B) Even with
this limited scale, there is considerable inter-scorer variability, particularly in scoring stages 1 and 3 of non-REM
sleep, thereby adding uncertainty to %time spent in these stages as a reliable metric for evaluating sleep depth.
C) Limitation in scoring some of EEG features, including 1) arousal intensity, 2) extent of Alpha intrusion and 3)
frequency, and characteristics of sleep spindles and K complexes. Digital analysis can solve these problems but
producing a reliable system has been a challenge. In this review I begin with recent advances in digital scoring of
sleep according to the Rechtschaffen and Kales rules and conclude that this technology has progressed enough to
make it possible to obtain reliable, reproducible scoring, comparable in accuracy to scoring by highly experienced
technologists, with minimal editing. This is followed by description of several new metrics that can be obtained if
digital scoring systems were to be used routinely in clinical studies. The scientific evidence supporting the potential
of these metrics to positively impact sleep medicine practice and the wide range of such metrics in patients
studied in the sleep laboratory are highlighted.
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Michele sleep scoringBackground
The polysomnogram (PSG) is the cornerstone of investi-
gations in clinical sleep medicine. Interpretation of sleep
in these studies is based primarily on the scoring rules
introduced by Rechtschaffen and Kales (R&K) almost
50 years ago (Rechtschaffen and Kales 1968). In 1996,
Kubicki et al. lamented the fact that, up to then, digital
analysis of PSGs was focused on implementing the R&K
rules more efficiently and not on exploring the micro-
structure of sleep which, they argued, could provide clin-
ically important information (Kubicki and Herrmann
1996). In the intervening 20 years, advances in digital
technology have revolutionized almost every aspect of
our lives. Yet, the only benefit to sleep studies from this
digital revolution has been conversion of data formatCorrespondence: mkyounes@shaw.ca
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(http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zefrom ink on paper to fancy digital displays. It is true that
we now need much less space to store data, less time to
retrieve patient information and the ability to store data
on digital media, and change the montage and filters
after data collection. But, the medically-helpful informa-
tion we get has hardly changed. We still divide non-
REM sleep into three distinct stages, consider arousals
as simply present or absent, and we see all kinds of dif-
ferences between patients’ EEGs that might well explain
the patient’s problems, but we have no idea what they
mean. R&K rules were introduced when visual scoring
was the only way to make any sense of the massive data
generated from sleep studies. It was not feasible then to
propose visual criteria for defining more than a few sleep
stages, to ask technologists to count spindles or alpha
bursts or characterize their durations and intensity…etc.
We have learned from basic science that differences in
these features may mean something, but because we
don’t get this information in clinical studies we can’tle is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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since we don’t have proof that measuring these differ-
ences will impact patient care, why should we change
how we score clinical studies? A catch 22!
Over the past four decades several dozen systems were
proposed for digital sleep scoring and some of these have
been validated for clinical use. There is, however, extreme
resistance to the use of such systems in clinical practice.
The usual excuse is that they are not reliable enough and
require much human editing, thereby defeating their pri-
mary purpose of economy, speed and consistency. In this
review I am hoping to make a strong case for using digital
analysis of the EEG routinely in clinical studies. This case
is based on two main arguments:
1) Criticism of digital systems’ ability to reproduce
R&K staging is no longer justified.
2) Even if full manual editing is still insisted upon, and
the economy achieved by digital scoring according
to R&K is not large, including digital scoring
routinely in clinical studies would make it possible
to easily obtain potentially valuable information that
is not possible to obtain with visual scoring.
Although the evidence provided below in support of
these arguments is primarily from my own work
(Malhotra et al. 2013; Azarbarzin et al. 2014; Younes
et al. 2015a; Azarbarzin et al. 2015; Younes et al. 2015b;
Younes and Hanly 2016; Younes et al. 2015c; Meza et al.
2016; Younes et al. 2016; Younes and Hanly PJ 2016;
Amatoury et al. In Press; Younes) (I found no other rele-
vant work), such evidence can be produced by anyone
who is involved in digital scoring, and the additional in-
formation I generated in my own system can beTable 1 Agreement between MSS and manual scoring compared to
Variable ICCs MSS vs. Manual scoring
Malhotra
et al.a
Younes
et al.b
Youn
et al.c
Total sleep time 0.87 0.96 0.92
Sleep Efficiency 0.74 0.84 0.76
Non-REM stage 1 0.56 0.65 0.63
Non-REM stage 2 0.84 0.85 0.80
Non-REM stage 3 0.47 0.65 0.74
REM Sleep 0.64 0.85 0.84
Sleep onset latency 0.72 0.76
REM onset latency 0.55 0.77 0.65
#Arousals-REM sleep 0.39
#Arousals-non REM sleep 0.83
Arousal/awakening Index 0.75 0.72
ICC intraclass correlation coefficient, CI confidence interval, MSS Michele sleep scori
(Younes et al. 2015b); cFrom (Younes et al. 2015c); dCompiled from (Danker-Hopfe egenerated by other systems. My intention is to simply
encourage the use of digital scoring systems in clinical
practice, regardless of which system is used. Availability
of digital EEG analysis in every PSG system would
greatly facilitate the introduction, testing and utilization
of specialized information on microstructure. My own
results are simply used here to illustrate some of what
might be achieved with digital analysis.
Comparison between manual and automatic
scoring of sleep according to Rechtschaffen and
Kales
The inconsistent results and time-consuming, expen-
sive nature of manual sleep staging are well recog-
nized. For this reason, numerous attempts have been
made to automate this process (See Penzel et al.
(Penzel et al. 2007) and Lajnef et al. (Lajnef et al.
2015a) for a listing of various automatic systems pro-
posed). Of the several dozen systems tried so far
three have shown enough promise to be used in clin-
ical studies and are commercially available (Malhotra
et al. 2013; Younes et al. 2015b; Pittman et al. 2004;
Anderer et al. 2005; Punjabi et al. 2015). Agreement
between these systems and expert scorers for sleep
variables is similar to agreement found between two
scorers (Malhotra et al. 2013; Younes et al. 2015b;
Younes et al. 2015c; Younes et al. 2016; Pittman
et al. 2004; Anderer et al. 2005; Punjabi et al. 2015).
One of these systems (Michele Sleep Scoring, MSS,
YRT Ltd, Winnipeg, Canada) has received the most
evaluation and its results (Younes et al. 2015b;
Younes et al. 2015c; Younes et al. 2016) are shown in
Table 1 in juxtaposition to reported agreement be-
tween two expert technologists. The data reported byagreement between two scorers
ICCs Between two scorers
es Within sitea Between sitesa From other
Mean (range) Mean (95% CI) sourcesd
0.89(0.78–0.98) 0.87 (0.85–0.89)
0.80 (0.69–0.96) 0.77 (0.73–0.80)
0.62(0.39–0.80) 0.44 (0.39–0.49)
0.75(0.49–0.90) 0.61 (0.57–0.66)
0.56(0.27–0.83) 0.40 (0.35–0.45)
0.78(0.64–0.92) 0.69 (0.64–0.72)
0.30–1.00
0.67(0.32–0.90) 0.55 (0.50–0.59)
0.55(0.28–0.88) 0.52 (0.47–0.57)
0.59(0.24–0.75) 0.58 (0.53–0.62)
0.09–0.85
ng, REM rapid-eye-movement sleep; aFrom (Malhotra et al. 2013); bFrom
t al. 2004), (Pittman et al. 2004). (Magalang et al. 2013), and (Zhang et al. 2015)
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primary source for this information because each PSG
was scored by 10 technologists from five academic
centers and because the same scoring guidelines were
used by MSS and technologists. Furthermore, their
results, reported in Table 1, are representative of earl-
ier reports (Pittman et al. 2004; Anderer et al. 2005;
Ferri et al. 1989; Norman et al. 2000; Collop 2002;
Danker-Hopfe et al. 2004; Magalang et al. 2013).
Where information was missing in Malhotra’s study,
reference values were compiled from other sources
(Pittman et al. 2004; Danker-Hopfe et al. 2004; Maga-
lang et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2015).
Table 1 shows that agreement between unedited MSS
and the average of 10 scorers (leftmost column) is well
within the range of ICCs observed for comparisons be-
tween two scorers in the same institution (fourth column)
or between scorers in different institutions (fifth column)
and exceeds the average between-site ICCs in several sleep
variables. In two subsequent validation studies (second
and third columns, Table 1), utilizing a newer version of
MSS, agreement of unedited MSS scores with manual
scoring (one scorer) was also within the range of agree-
ment reported by Malhotra et al. (Malhotra et al. 2013)
for comparison between two scorers (Table 1). In another
study in which 5-stage epoch-by-epoch comparisons were
made between MSS scores and the scores of two academic
technologists, MSS scores agreed with the scoring of one
or both scorers in 87% of epochs (Younes et al. 2016). The
comparable figures in the literature range from 68.0% to
82.6% (Pittman et al. 2004; Anderer et al. 2005; Norman
et al. 2000; Danker-Hopfe et al. 2004; Rosenberg and Van
Hout 2013). In the same study (Younes et al. 2016) each
PSG was scored seven times, three times by each of two
technologists and once by a third technologist. A true
scoring error was defined as one that was not assigned in
any of the other sessions. The number of errors made by
any of the technologists in a single session averaged 13
epochs/PSG. The corresponding number for the unedited
Auto score was 23 epochs/PSG, a clinically insignificant
difference of 10 epochs/PSG (<2% of epochs), even with-
out editing.
Notwithstanding these good results, there has been
tremendous resistance to using any of the three vali-
dated systems in clinical laboratories. As judged from
my experience with our own system (MSS) the main
reason for this resistance is that Auto-scoring differs
from manual scoring by local technologists in many
epochs. This necessitates editing. Because the location of
epochs with scoring differences cannot be predicted, all
epochs need to be reviewed. There is little saving in time
or expense.
In a recent informal evaluation in our laboratory, we
found that technologists spend between 30 and 120 minediting files scored by MSS. How can it be necessary to
edit so much when it has been proven through rigorous
studies (Malhotra et al. 2013; Younes et al. 2015b;
Younes et al. 2015c; Younes et al. 2016) that, without
editing, the summary results are not that different from
manual scoring? To investigate this issue, we introduced
an algorithm in MSS that recorded all editing actions
taken and the time spent on editing. Technologists fully
edited the automatic scoring of 42 PSGs (Younes et al.
2015b). Intraclass correlation coeffecients (ICCs) for
agreement between manual and auto-scoring before edit-
ing were 0.94 for TST, 0.76 for SE, 0.87 for stage W,
0.63 for N1, 0.81 for N2, 0.55 for N3, and 0.86 for REM
sleep. Notwithstanding the fact that these ICCs were
well within the range seen between expert scorers
(Pittman et al. 2004; Anderer et al. 2005; Ferri et al.
1989; Norman et al. 2000; Collop 2002; Danker-Hopfe
et al. 2004; Magalang et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2015) the
technologists performed an average 90 ± 47 changes/file
to the automatic sleep stage (Younes et al. 2015b). These
changes were often in opposite directions and involved
many types of changes such that the net effect on dur-
ation of any sleep stage was clinically insignificant except
in a few patients. Having found that the vast majority of
editing changes are of little clinical consequence (e.g.
changing TST from 360 to 350 min, or REM time from
35 to 45 min), we introduced a feature in MSS (Editing
Helper) that scans the summary results looking for
potential errors that, in our judgement, may influence
clinical management (Younes et al. 2015b). These poten-
tially significant errors included very early sleep or REM
onset, too much awake time, N3 time or REM time, too
little REM time…etc. The technologists were then asked
to edit the automatic scoring of 102 full PSGs, once
doing a full edit and once following only the suggestions
of the Editing Helper. This group included 49 patients
with sleep apnea, 12 patients with periodic limb move-
ments >15 hr−1, 14 patients with insomnia and 27 pa-
tients with no pathology. The Helper issued an average
of 2.5 ± 1.2 suggestions per file (Younes et al. 2015b).
Editing time was reduced from 59 ± 26 to 6 ± 7 min
while the ICCs for comparisons between manual and the
abbreviated editing were not different from the ICCs for
manual vs. full edit comparisons (0.87 ± 0.08 vs. 0.89 ±
0.09) (Younes et al. 2015b).
In a more recent study (Younes and Hanly PJ 2016)
epoch by epoch agreement in 5-stage sleep scoring be-
tween two senior technologists was 78.9% (kappa statis-
tic = 71.1%). When the scoring of each technologist was
independently edited based on features calculated within
MSS (odds-ratio-product (Younes et al. 2015a), spindles,
K complexes, delta wave duration), % agreement in-
creased to 96.5% (kappa statistic = 95.1%). ICCs for com-
parisons between the edited and original manually
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well within the accepted range for agreement between
two expert scorers (Younes and Hanly PJ 2016). Thus,
using the features generated by MSS to edit the manual
scores essentially eliminated inter-observer variability
while the edited score was in acceptable agreement with
the original scoring of both technologists. This shows
that the features extracted by MSS to stage sleep are a
good compromise between the scoring of these features
by two expert technologists.
It is not clear what more evidence is needed to con-
vince decision makers that digital systems currently exist
that can save a lot of time and money while producing
consistent reliable results. A paradox exists in this re-
gard. As illustrated by the numerous studies reporting
on inter-observer scoring variability (Pittman et al. 2004;
Anderer et al. 2005; Norman et al. 2000; Danker-Hopfe
et al. 2004; Rosenberg and Van Hout 2013) the most one
can expect between two experts scoring sleep in the
same PSGs is agreement in 85% of epochs. This means
that it is acceptable to have 120 disagreements between
two humans in a typical 800-epoch PSG. Yet, any differ-
ence between the automatic score and the scoring of the
local physician/technologist is unacceptable! This para-
dox has two fundamental underpinnings. First, numer-
ous very poor digital systems were previously introduced
and failed miserably. This resulted in a general mistrust
of automatic systems. Second, decisions to implement,
or not, a new digital scoring system are made by a local
expert, or by an administrator who relies on local ex-
perts. When evaluating the new system, the local expert
will inevitably find differences between his/her scoring
and the Auto-score. Human nature causes one to trust
his/her own scoring over that of another system, regard-
less of how many validation studies were published, and
the decision will almost invariably be against the digital
system. It follows that use of automatic scoring will only
become commonplace if payers or regulatory bodies en-
courage/promote its use, with obvious stipulations as to
what is an acceptable automatic system and the editing
required. The problem with regulatory bodies is that
they also rely on experts, most of whom have, for the
reasons mentioned above, already decided that auto-
matic scoring is inaccurate. This impasse will remain as
the main barrier to moving sleep staging into the 21st
century.
Enhancements to conventional sleep scoring
Assessment of sleep depth and quality
Insomnia and non-restorative sleep, are very common in
the general population (Ohayon and Reynolds 2009; Oha-
yon 2005) and in patients with cognitive and psychiatric
disorders (Nissen et al. 2006; Riemann and Voderholzer
2003; Baglioni et al. 2010). Sleep studies in such patientssometimes reveal organic disorders such as sleep apnea or
a movement disorder. However, in many cases, sleep stud-
ies provide no explanation for the patient’s complaint.
Management of such patients is problematic. This is not a
trivial issue since there is increasing evidence that poor
sleep is a risk factor for cognitive impairment (Nissen
et al. 2006; Altena et al. 2008), mood disorders (Riemann
and Voderholzer 2003; Baglioni et al. 2010), weight gain
(Patel and Hu 2008; Spiegel et al. 2009), diabetes (Nilsson
et al. 2004; Mallon et al. 2005), and increased overall
mortality (Gallicchio and Kalesan 2009; Cappuccio et al.
2010).
A normal sleep study in the face of sleep complaints
may indicate either that the complaint represents a per-
ception problem or that the criteria currently used to
evaluate sleep quality are not sensitive enough to iden-
tify poor sleep. There are reasons to believe the latter
proposition and that, as suggested by Jackson et al.
(Jackson and Bruck 2012), analysis of sleep microstruc-
ture may provide a fruitful alternative for uncovering dif-
ferences during sleep in these individuals:
A) Sleep Depth is Not Adequately Described by the
Conventional R&K Stages: Figure 1 shows 6 epochs
representing progression of EEG (C3/A2) from full
wakefulness (Panel A), to deep sleep (stage N3, panel F).
In panel B the dense beta activity seen in panel A disap-
peared and a sleep pattern appeared in the middle of the
epoch (horizontal bar). Despite the marked difference in
appearance between epochs A and B, epoch B continued
to be staged awake because the alpha pattern occupied >
15 s (Berry et al. 2012). A little later, the sleep pattern
extended for 18 s (panel C). This epoch is now staged
N1 even though it is much closer in appearance to panel
B than panel B is to panel A. The same pattern contin-
ued in the next epoch but a spindle appeared (panel D).
The stage is now N2, even though the EEG looks very
similar to that in panel C (staged N1) and panel B
(staged awake). In panel E, the EEG is substantially dif-
ferent from that of panel D and much closer to the EEG
in panel F (staged N3). Yet, it is still staged N2 because
delta wave duration did not reach 6 s (Berry et al. 2012).
This figure illustrates that: a) unlike the stepwise pro-
gression of R&K, sleep progresses gradually from full
wakefulness to deep sleep, and b) the same stage may in-
clude a wide range of sleep depths. Clearly, 4 h of N2
with a D pattern, cannot be equated with 4 h of N2 con-
sisting primarily of pattern E.
Apart from the above consideration, scoring of stages
N1 and N3 is subject to much inter-rater variability
(Malhotra et al. 2013; Anderer et al. 2005; Punjabi et al.
2015; Ferri et al. 1989; Norman et al. 2000; Collop 2002;
Danker-Hopfe et al. 2004; Magalang et al. 2013; Zhang
et al. 2015; Rosenberg and Van Hout 2013). In a recent
study in which each epoch was scored manually three
Fig. 1 Tracings showing progression from full wakefulness to deep sleep. Both tracings a and b were staged awake despite their substantially different
visual appearance and the presence of a 12-second period of sleep in b (horizontal line; 15 s of sleep are required to score sleep). Although its pattern
is substantially similar to that of tracing b, tracing c was scored asleep (stage 1) because the sleep pattern lasted 18 s (horizontal line). Tracings d and e
were both scored stage 2 even though the pattern in d is very similar to stage 1 (c), but a spindle appeared, while the pattern in e is very similar to
delta sleep (f) but the duration of delta waves was just shy of 6 s. The numbers within each tracing are the 3-second odds-ratio-product (ORP) values
and the number to the right of each tracing is the 30-second ORP average. Note the marked difference in ORP distribution within the two awake
tracings and the transient reduction in ORP during the brief sleep in tracing b. ORP values are quite different between the two stage 2 epochs with
ORP in tracing d being close to that in tracing c while ORP in tracing e being similar to that of tracing f. C3/A2, electroencephalogram. ORP reflects
the visual appearance of the EEG. Adapted from (Younes et al. 2015a)
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senior technologist (i.e. 7 scores for each epoch) the like-
lihood of an epoch scored N1 by any technologist being
scored N1 in all other six scores was only 9.7% (Younes
and Hanly PJ 2016). The corresponding likelihood for an
epoch scored N3 by at least one scorer was 24%. Given
this uncertainty about the scores of two of the three
non-REM stages, it is difficult to have much confidence
in using the fractions of time spent in each of these
stages as indices of sleep quality/depth.
B) Conventional Indices of Sleep Quality are Difficult
to Interpret: Sleep quality is conventionally evaluated by
a number of variables that include sleep onset latency
(SOL), sleep efficiency (SE), times spent in different
non-REM stages, and extent of sleep disruption (e.g.
arousal and awakening index (A/AW index) and wake
after sleep onset (WASO)). The normal range for each
of these variables is very wide so that it is difficult to
conclude that a person’s sleep is poor unless one of these
variables is grossly abnormal. Furthermore, in comparing
two groups of patients, or the same patients in two con-
ditions, the differences are often contradictory, for ex-
ample SE may be better (higher) but N1% and/or A/AW
index may be worse. Since the units of measurement of
these indices are different (%, rate, minutes) the contra-
dictory changes cannot be integrated into a unitaryindex that describes the net difference in sleep quality
between the two groups/interventions.
It is clearly impractical to visually divide sleep into
many more stages than the current ones or to visually
assign a number to overall sleep quality. Digital analysis
is required. The first step in staging sleep by MSS is to
generate an index called odds-ratio-product (ORP). ORP
is the probability of 3-second EEG segments falling in
epochs staged awake by a consensus of expert technolo-
gists (Younes et al. 2015a). Each 3-second segment is
subjected to fast Fourier analysis to generate the power
in four frequency bands; delta (0.33–2.33 Hz), theta
(2.66–6.33 Hz), alpha/sigma (7.33–14 Hz), and beta
(14.33 to 35.0 Hz). The power in each band is assigned a
rank (0 to 9) depending on where it lies within the entire
range of powers (in the relevant band) observed in
>400,000 artifact-free 3-second segments collected from
clinical PSGs (many with severe sleep fragmentation).
Each 3-second segment is then assigned a four-digit
number (bin number), consisting of the four ranks in
succession, resulting in 10,000 possible spectral patterns.
For example bin number 9549 describes a segment with
very high delta power, average theta power, average alpha
power and very high beta power. Figure 2 shows several
examples of 3-second EEG tracings with their bin
numbers.
Fig. 2 Three-second EEG tracings (C3/A2) showing a range of patterns, their bin numbers and probability (Pr.) of the pattern occurring during
periods scored awake or as arousals by a consensus of expert scorers. The four digits in the bin number represent the normalized powers in
(from left to right) delta, theta, alpha/sigma and beta frequency ranges. Note that a variety of patterns can share the same probability. The
probability is determined by the relation of the 4 powers to each other. It increases as alpha and beta powers (last two digits) increase and as
theta power (second digit) decreases. High delta power may increase or decrease the probability depending on the other powers (5)
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ability of each of the 10,000 patterns occurring in 30-
second epochs scored awake or during an event scored
as an arousal. This table was constructed from the re-
sults of manual scoring, by three very senior technolo-
gists, of the same PSGs containing the 3-second
segments used to generate the 10,000 bin numbers. This
table indicates that a segment with, for example, a bin
number of 9549 was never seen except during arousals
or in epochs staged awake (i.e. probability is 100%,
Fig. 2). On the other hand, the table indicates that only
7% of segments with bin number 9846 are seen during
wakefulness or arousals; the probability is 7% (Fig. 2).
The 0 to 100 probability values were all divided by 40 (%
awake time in the development PSGs) to generate the
ORP. Thus, an ORP of 2.5 indicates a pattern that only
occurs during wakefulness or in arousals, an ORP of
1.25 indicates a pattern with an equal probability of oc-
curring during wakefulness or sleep and an ORP of 0
never occurs during wakefulness or in arousals.
The average of the 10 ORP values in each 30s epoch is
the primary variable used in MSS to determine whether
the patient is almost certainly awake (ORP >2.0), almost
certainly asleep (ORP < 1.0) or is in an intermediate state(ORP 1.0–2.0) (Younes et al. 2015a). Epochs with inter-
mediate values are staged awake or asleep based on a
number of ancillary features. As indicated earlier, this
staging system has proved quite accurate (Malhotra
et al. 2013; Younes et al. 2015b; Younes et al. 2015c;
Younes et al. 2016; Younes and Hanly PJ 2016). How-
ever, other than its utility in distinguishing wakefulness
from sleep, ORP proved to be a good continuous meas-
ure of sleep depth, as indicated by the following observa-
tions (Younes et al. 2015a):
(A) Relation between ORP and conventional sleep
stages: Figure 1 shows that average ORP in the 30s epochs
decreased progressively as stage moved from full wakeful-
ness (panel A) to deep sleep (panel F). Reflecting what the
eye sees, there is little change in average ORP as stage
moved from a “dozing” awake state (panel B) through
stage 1 (Panel C) and early stage 2 (panel D) while there
was a large drop in ORP within stage 2 as the pattern
changed from one that resembles stage 1 (panel D) to a
pattern that resembles stage 3 (panel E). Spindles are a
traditional marker of stage 2 (Rechtschaffen and Kales
1968; Berry et al. 2012). However, spindles are present
throughout stage 2, regardless of whether the background
EEG pattern is close to that of stage 1 or stage 3, and there
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complex) on an EEG background of stage 1 represents a
major shift in sleep depth.
Figure 3 shows average ORP in all epochs scored in
each of the conventional stages in individual patients.
The data in this table are from 317 patients used in five
different studies in two sleep centers ((Younes et al.
2015a; Younes et al. 2015c; Meza et al. 2016; Younes)
and one internal study). These studies included males
and females with a very wide range of age and body hab-
itus. Studies 1, 2 and 4 included some patients with no
sleep pathology and with insomnia but the majority had
different degrees of sleep apnea and, to a lesser extent,
PLMs (Younes et al. 2015a; Younes et al. 2015c;
Younes). The internal Study (study 3) included exclu-
sively patients with moderate/severe obstructive sleep
apnea. Study 5 (Meza et al. 2016) included 30 patients
with excessive daytime somnolence (Epworth scale 15 ±
3) and no sleep pathology during the nocturnal PSG. It
can be seen that in all five studies average ORP de-
creased progressively as stage progressed from awake to
N3 but that within each stage, except N3, values in indi-
vidual patients varied over a wide range. The lowest
values were in stage N3 where average ORP was <0.4 in
all studies and it exceeded 0.6 in only 12 of 252 patients
who developed N3 sleep.
That ORP is consistently close to zero in N3 regardless
of age, gender, body habitus, sleep pathology, equipment
used or the sleep center where the study was performed
(Fig. 3), is of particular importance since it indicates that
when the patient is in the deepest sleep by current cri-
teria, ORP is always near zero. This supports the notion
that differences in ORP within other stages reflectFig. 3 Odds-ratio-product (ORP) in different conventional sleep stages com
epochs staged as a given stage in one patient. N1-N3, stages 1–3 of non-ra
studies; Ω, significantly higher than studies 1–3. Study 1, from (Younes et al
validation data in 79 patients with moderate/severe obstructive sleep apnedifferences in sleep depth. Had these differences been re-
lated to individual or technical differences ORP in stage
N3 would have shown the same degree of variability.
(B) Relation between ORP and Arousability: By its very
name, sleep depth reflects the ease with which the brain
arouses in response to arousal stimuli (arousability); the
lighter sleep is, the easier it is to arouse from a given
stimulus (Philip et al. 1994; Roehrs et al. 1994; Berry
et al. 1998). Arousal occurs when the intensity of a
spontaneous or induced stimulus exceeds the intensity
required to cause arousal; the arousal threshold. Thus, a
high arousal/awakening index could indicate a generally
low arousal threshold (light sleep), a high frequency of
intense arousal stimuli, or both. Distinction between
these two mechanisms is of obvious importance in
determining the cause of sleep fragmentation.
Since ORP is lowest in N3 (Fig. 2) and arousability is
lowest (Philip et al. 1994; Roehrs et al. 1994; Berry et al.
1998), it can be assumed that ORP correlates with conven-
tionally measured arousal threshold. However, we wanted
to determine if differences in ORP within lighter stages
(Figs. 1 and 2) also reflect different degrees of arousability.
Measurement of arousal threshold is typically performed
by applying stimuli (e.g. sound) with different intensities
and determining the minimum stimulus intensity that
causes EEG arousal (Philip et al. 1994; Roehrs et al. 1994;
Martin et al. 1997). Alternatively, if the arousal stimulus is
known, it is determined by measuring the intensity of the
known stimulus just before arousal (e.g. determining
arousal threshold in OSA by measuring pharyngeal pres-
sure just before arousal (Berry and Gleeson 1997)).
Neither approach can be used to determine arousal
threshold for spontaneous unknown stimuli. Furthermore,piled from five different studies. Each dot is the average ORP in all
pid-eye-movement (NR) sleep. #, significantly higher than in all other
. 2015a). Study 2, from (Younes et al. 2015c). Study 3, internally acquired
a. Study 4, from (Younes). Study 5, from (Meza et al. 2016)
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to be applied to determine the minimum intensity at
which arousal occurs and the sequence needs to be
repeated several times during stable sleep to allow for the
spontaneous changes in threshold (Philip et al. 1994;
Roehrs et al. 1994). Thus, much time of relatively stable
sleep is required to determine a single arousal threshold
value that represents the average threshold over the period
of testing. Accordingly, current approaches cannot be
used to determine the instantaneous arousal threshold or
the arousal threshold for stimuli responsible for spontan-
eous arousals.
We used a completely different approach to determine
the relation between instantaneous ORP and arousability
(Younes et al. 2015a). The approach is based on the rea-
sonable expectations that: a) the brain receives constantly
sensory information from all parts of the body, b) the per-
ipheral sensory information is independent of sleep depth,
and c) these peripheral inputs include stimuli of different
intensities. When the brain is more arousable, more of
these spontaneous inputs will exceed the threshold for
arousal, resulting in a higher probability for arousals to
occur. All 30-second epochs in non-REM sleep were
sorted by their ORP value and the total ORP range (0–
2.5) was divided into 10 equal mini-ranges, 0.25 each. For
each mini-range we determined the likelihood of an
arousal/awakening to occur in the following 30-second
epoch (arousability index). We pooled the results of 58 pa-
tients with assorted sleep disorders in order to filter out
inter-individual differences in the range of intrinsic stimu-
lus intensities. There was a near perfect correlation be-
tween current ORP and the arousability index (Fig. 4)
(Younes et al. 2015a). This figure indicates that when
ORP is, for example, 0.5 and the spontaneous sensory
stimuli of the patient are comparable in frequency andA
ro
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ty
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x 
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)
Odds Ratio Product (ORP)
y =23.4x + 7.7
r2 = 0.98
Fig. 4 Relationship between average ORP in current 30-second
epochs and the likelihood of an arousal or awakening occurring in
the next 30-second epoch (Arousability Index). Vertical bars are the
confidence interval of the probability. From (Younes et al. 2015a)intensity to the average of all 58 patients used, the patient
is expected to have an arousal every ≈ 5 epochs (20% prob-
ability), or an arousal index of 24 hr−1. On the other hand,
at an ORP of 1.5 the probability of developing an arousal
in the next epoch is ≈ 44%, corresponding to an arousal
index of 53 hr−1. Clearly, if spontaneous arousal stimuli in
a patient are weaker or less frequent than the average in
the patients studied here the arousal index is expected to
be less than the value predicted from this relation, and
vice versa. This can be used to determine whether exces-
sive sleep fragmentation is the result of increased arousa-
bility (high ORP) or excessive spontaneous stimuli (see
Potential Clinical Utility of ORP, below).
The relation shown in Fig. 4 confirms that current ORP
reflects the ease with which the brain can be aroused, and
can therefore be used as a measure of arousability. It has
advantages over conventional arousal threshold deter-
mination in that: a) No intervention is required.
Therefore, it can be determined in clinical studies. b)
Arousability can be determined on an epoch-by-epoch
basis making it possible to examine dynamic changes
in this important variable.
As may be expected from the data of Fig. 4, there was
a strong correlation between average ORP in different
sleep stages and the arousal/awakening index in different
patients (Younes et al. 2015a). However, it was not clear
whether a high average ORP was responsible for the
high A/AW index or the converse; average ORP is high
because there is more sleep fragmentation. Taking ad-
vantage of the newfound ability to measure instantan-
eous arousability using ORP, in a subsequent study we
determined the dynamics of sleep recovery following
arousals (Younes and Hanly 2016). We found that pa-
tients differ markedly in how quickly sleep deepens fol-
lowing an arousal (Fig. 5a). In all patients ORP increases
during arousal and there is a step decrease in ORP at
the end of arousal. However, patients differ in the ORP
level at the end of this step decrease (about 9 s after the
end of arousal) (Fig. 5a). Average ORP at 9 s following
arousal (ORP-9) ranged from 0.23 (very deep sleep) to
1.74 (mean ± SD: 0.70 ± 0.32). When ORP-9 was high
(e.g. patient X, Fig. 5a) ORP decreased gradually over a
few minutes and, given time without arousal, deep sleep
could be reached. There was a very strong correlation
between ORP-9 and average ORP in non-REM sleep
(Fig. 6). In multiple regression analysis to determine the
main correlates with average non-REM ORP (ORPNR),
ORP-9 and A/AW index emerged as the only significant
correlates, accounting for 83% of the variability in
ORPNR (Younes and Hanly 2016). The mechanism by
which A/AW index influences average ORPNR is illus-
trated in Fig. 5b. Thus, the more frequent the arousals,
the less time is available for ORP to decrease before the
next arousal resets ORP back to ORP-9.
Fig. 5 a Dynamics of sleep depth (odds-ratio-product; ORP) following arousal in two patients. In both cases ORP increases during the arousal and
there is a step decrease in ORP immediately (within ≈ 9 s) after the arousal. In patient Y deep sleep returns very quickly after the arousal (ORP at 9 s
(ORP-9) is 0.35). In patient X ORP-9 is high (1.2) and sleep deepens gradually over several minutes but only if there are no subsequent arousals. With a
high ORP-9, the patient remains in a highly arousable state for several minutes following an arousal. Adapted from (Younes and Hanly 2016). b Impact
of post-arousal sleep dynamics on sleep continuity and average sleep depth. In the presence of random arousal stimuli of various intensities (grey
columns) patient X is more likely to develop another arousal soon after each arousal with the result that sleep can be highly fragmented and average
ORP remains high. By contrast, Patient Y is relatively immune to further arousals and average ORP is low throughout
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of age, gender, body habitus or the sleep disorder
(Younes and Hanly 2016). Furthermore, ORP-9 was not
affected when patients with severe OSA were placed on
CPAP despite reductions in A/AW index and in average
ORP. Thus, ORP-9 is likely a trait.Fig. 6 Relationship between immediate post arousal odds-ratio-
product (ORP-9) and average non-REM ORP in patients with sleep
apnea. Each dot represents a separate patient. Adapted from
(Younes and Hanly 2016)In summary, average ORP during non-REM sleep is
largely determined by the speed with which sleep
deepens following arousals. When these dynamics are
fast (low ORP-9), the patient returns to deep sleep very
quickly and is resistant to all but very intense stimuli.
Arousals will be infrequent and the patient remains in
deep sleep (patient Y, Fig. 5b). However, when ORP-9 is
high, the patient may or not progress to deep sleep de-
pending on the frequency and intensity of arousal stim-
uli. In the presence of relatively frequent/strong stimuli
these patients are more likely to sustain severe sleep
fragmentation and to remain in light sleep throughout
(patient X, Fig. 5b). It is well known that some healthy
subjects are more prone to sleep disruption in the face
of stress than others (Bonnet and Arand 2003; Drake
et al. 2004) and that this trait may be inherited (Drake
et al. 2008; Bonnet and Arand 2010; Heath et al. 1990).
Post-arousal sleep dynamics may provide the basis for
these inter-individual differences.
Potential Clinical Utility of ORP: Most of the potential
applications discussed below are based on what we cur-
rently know about what ORP and ORP-9 indicate, and
simply represent ideas for future research that can be fa-
cilitated by inclusion of ORP in clinical sleep reports:
a) Investigation of Primary Insomnia: Availability of ORP
during periods staged awake may help distinguish
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(Fig. 1a) from those who develop frequent mini-sleep
periods but fail to progress to sustained sleep (e.g.
Fig. 1b). Furthermore, it is now well established that a
hyperarousal state exists in some patients with
primary insomnia (Bonnet and Arand 2010; Riemann
et al. 2010). The EEG representation of the
hyperarousal state is an increase in power in the beta
frequency range during sleep (Freedman 1986; Krystal
et al. 2002; Perlis et al. 2001; Buysse et al. 2008). ORP
is extremely sensitive to relative EEG beta power
(Younes et al. 2015a). Accordingly, ORP during non-
REM sleep should be elevated in patients with the
hyperarousal state. It is possible that the etiology in
patients who are wide awake during awake periods
and develop high quality sleep when they sleep is
related to lifestyle issues and these patients may be
better candidates for cognitive behavioral therapy,
whereas in those who fail to progress to deep sleep
the problem is in central sleep control or excessive
arousal stimuli from some source. The last two
possibilities can be distinguished by ORP-9.
b) Investigation of paradoxical insomnia: Previous
studies identified microstructure abnormalities in
patients with paradoxical insomnia (Krystal et al.
2002; Perlis et al. 2001; Parrino et al. 2009). All
reported abnormalities (increased beta activity (Perlis
et al. 2001), decreased delta and increased alpha/beta
activity (Buysse et al. 2008), and cyclic alternating
pattern (Parrino et al. 2009)) result in a higher ORP
during non-REM sleep (Younes et al. 2015a). Thus,
having ORPNR available in clinical studies may help
identify patients with abnormal sleep quality from
those in whom the problem is in perception of sleep.
Furthermore, in a recent study (Meza et al. 2016) in
which we measured ORP during multiple sleep
latency tests (MSLTs) and correlated ORP values with
probability of sleep being perceived after each nap we
identified patients who failed to perceive sleep despite
reaching ORP levels that were followed by sleep
perception in the vast majority of patients. Thus,
measurement of ORP and post-nap sleep perception
during MSLTs may help identify patients with a
central perception abnormality.
c) Investigation of patients with idiopathic hypersomnia
and non-restorative sleep: These symptoms may be
related to poor quality sleep or a need to sleep longer
than the patient is sleeping. As indicated earlier, sleep
may be of poor quality (e.g. Fig. 1d) even though the
patient spends a normal amount of time in stage N2.
Knowledge of ORP in stage N2 may help identify those
in whom the problem is poor sleep quality. In a recent
study (Meza et al. 2016), we found that patients with
excessive somnolence (Epworth scale 15.2 ± 3.0) andnormal nocturnal sleep had, on average, significantly
higher ORP values during non-REM sleep (Study #5,
Fig. 2).
d) Evaluation of the impact of an intervention on sleep
quality: A number of interventions are commonly
used to improve sleep quality in patients with sleep
disorders including mechanical devices (CPAP,
mandibular devices) for respiratory sleep disorders
and medications for insomnia, depression and
nonrestorative sleep. As indicated above,
conventional indices of sleep quality are not sensitive
enough for this purpose and are often difficult to
interpret. ORP may be suited for this purpose.
e) Enhancements to the multiple sleep latency test
(MSLT) (Meza et al. 2016): Despite the fact that
MSLTs are resource intensive, expensive and
inconvenient to the patient the clinical utility of this
test is very limited. Except for the occasional
confirmation of narcolepsy, the only information
gained is average sleep onset latency (SOL). A short
SOL does not necessarily confirm pathologic
somnolence since the range is extremely wide in
asymptomatic subjects (Levine et al. 1988; Drake et al.
2010). Furthermore, a short SOL simply means that
the patient managed to develop 15 s of light sleep
(Berry et al. 2012) in no more than one epoch under
conditions that are highly conducive to sleep. In many
patients sleep does not progress beyond this extremely
light phase (Meza et al. 2016). In a recent examination
of 150 naps in 30 patients with excessive somnolence
SOL was <5 min in 47 naps (21 patients). Of these,
ORP decreased below 1.0 in only 13 naps (9 patients)
and below 0.5 in only two naps in one patient (Meza
et al. 2016). This indicates that within a given SOL
there are gradations of objective sleepiness. Although,
on average, patients with a SOL <5 min are at greater
risk of motor vehicle accidents than those with SOL
>10 min (Drake et al. 2010), the risk in an individual
patient is difficult to assess from SOL; the difference
in accident risk between the two groups was barely
significant despite the fact that the study involved
>600 patients followed for 10 years (Drake et al.
2010). It is possible that including the times at which
different ORP values are reached may provide a better
assessment of accident risk in individual patients
(Meza et al. 2016).
f ) Real time applications: ORP can be calculated very
quickly and a monitor that outputs ORP in real time
(every 3 s and/or as a moving average) has become
available (Younes et al. 2016). Such information may be
useful in monitoring depth of sedation in intensive care
units. As well, ORP may be useful in detecting periods
of intermittent dozing during activities that require
vigilance (e.g. compare Fig. 1a and b).
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The visual scoring of arousals involves a binary decision;
present or not (Berry et al. 2012). Yet, visually, arousals
vary greatly in intensity and duration (Fig. 7). These differ-
ences may have clinical implications. In one study in pa-
tients with OSA there was a strong correlation between
intensity and the magnitude of post-event ventilatory
overshoot, suggesting that arousal intensity promotes re-
currence of the obstructive events (Younes 2004). It is
clearly not practical to expect technologists to assign a vis-
ual scale to every arousal, and such a scale would be highly
subjective. More recently, a method was developed for
digital assessment of arousal intensity on a scale of 1 to 9
(Azarbarzin et al. 2014). Figure 7 shows examples of
arousals with different digital scales. There was a linear re-
lation in all patients between arousal scale and heart rate
response to arousals (Azarbarzin et al. 2014). Interestingly,
both the average arousal intensity and the slope of the re-
lation between intensity and the increase in heart rate var-
ied considerably among subjects (Azarbarzin et al. 2014).
Arousal scale was also found to correlate with the magni-
tude of pharyngeal dilator muscles’ response to arousal
(Amatoury et al. 2016).
It is possible that differences in arousal intensity be-
tween subjects may explain why some patients develop
more daytime symptoms than others for the same de-
gree of sleep fragmentation. It is also possible that the
heart rate response to arousal may be predictive forFig. 7 Examples of arousal with different intensity scales in the same patie
(Azarbarzin et al. 2014)development of cardiovascular complications in patients
with sleep fragmentation. Availability of this information
in clinical sleep studies would facilitate investigation of
these possibilities.
Assessment of alpha intrusion (alpha-delta sleep)
Intrusion of alpha activity in non-REM sleep is frequently
present in patients with fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue and
non-restorative sleep (Anch et al. 1991; Branco et al. 1994;
Moldofsky et al. 1975; Olsen et al. 2013), arthritis
(Mahowald et al. 1989), insomnia (Martinez et al. 2010;
Riedner et al. 2016) and depression (Hauri and Hawkins
1973; Jaimchariyatam et al. 2011). Although it may be seen
in asymptomatic subjects (Scheuler et al. 1983; Horne and
Shackell 1991), its prevalence and extent are clearly
greater in these disorders such that a clinical association is
well established. Whether alpha intrusion causes the pa-
tient’s complaints, is a consequence of disruptive stimuli,
or both is not clear (Riedner et al. 2016; Pivik and Harman
1995; Stone et al. 2008). Large studies are needed to iden-
tify its clinical significance.
Visual quantification of the alpha intrusions in routine
sleep studies is impractical. Utilization of this potentially
useful marker in clinical practice has been hampered by
the need for digital analysis and lack of quantitative
guidelines for its identification and quantification. In
order to generate ORP, our clinical sleep scoring pro-
gram performs spectral analysis on consecutive 3-secondnt. C3/A2 and C4/A1 are central electroencephalograms. From
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ferent EEG frequency ranges including the alpha range
(Younes et al. 2015a). By comparing the 3-second alpha
power with the corresponding visual appearance of the
EEG we established a threshold of 30 μV2 for what one
can confidently score as alpha intrusion. The fraction of
3-second epochs with ORP <1.0 (i.e. patient is clearly
asleep) that meet this threshold is reported as the alpha
intrusion index. The alpha intrusion index was evaluated
in 448 PSGs scored by MSS. In 60% of patients the index
was <1% while it was >5% in 15% of patients and >20%
in 4% of patients. This information is presented not to
suggest that the threshold for scoring alpha intrusion
should be the same as used here. The criteria can obvi-
ously be changed with experience or by consensus. Ra-
ther, it is presented to show that if clinical PSGs are
routinely subjected to digital analysis such an index, re-
gardless of what criteria are used to measure it, can be
painlessly obtained in a limitless number of studies,
making it possible to identify its clinical significance eas-
ily and inexpensively.
Assessment of sleep spindles and K complexes
Sleep spindles have been extensively investigated in re-
search studies (recently reviewed by Clawson et al.
(Clawson et al. 2016)). It is clear that spindles are in-
volved in learning and memory (Clemens et al. 2006;
Cox et al. 2014; Yotsumoto et al. 2009) and their charac-
teristics are correlated with intelligence and cognitive
ability (Geiger et al. 2011; Fogel et al. 2007; Schabus
et al. 2006). They are greatly reduced in developmental
abnormalities in children (Ellingson and Peters 1980;
Selvitellia et al. 2009; Godbout et al. 2000; Limoges et al.
2005), in adult schizophrenia (Ferrarelli et al. 2007;
Ferrarelli et al. 2010; Manoach et al. 2010; Manoach
et al. 2014) and in patients with Parkinson’s disease with
dementia (Latreille et al. 2015). Spindle density, duration
and amplitude decrease with age but the rate of decline
is not the same in all subjects (Nicolas et al. 2001;
Crowley et al. 2002; Guazzelli et al. 1986; Wei et al.
1999; Principe and Smith 1982). There is a correlation
between age-related decline in spindle activity and de-
cline in cognitive functioning (Peters et al. 2008; Mander
et al. 2014). Sleep disruption by sleep-related disorders
(e.g. sleep apnea,) is frequently associated with cognitive
impairment. It is not known whether cognitive impair-
ment resulting from sleep fragmentation, per se, is also
associated with reduced spindle activity. Availability of
information about spindle characteristics during clinical
studies before and after correction of the sleep fragmen-
tation would make it possible to easily address this issue.
Furthermore, should it become evident that cognitive
impairment due to sleep disruption, per se, is not associ-
ated with reduced spindle activity, or is not reversible ifpresent, it will be clear that reduction of spindle activity
is at least a marker for the presence of a neurodegenera-
tive process.
Likewise, K complexes (Rechtschaffen and Kales 1968;
Loomis et al. 1939) have been extensively investigated
(see (Halasz 2005) (Halasz 2005) and Halasz (Halász
2015), for reviews). K complexes can be routinely evoked
by experimental stimuli (e.g. noise or airway obstruction)
but also occur spontaneously during stages N2 and N3
of non-REM sleep. Because of the similarity between K
complexes and some of the delta waves encountered in
deep sleep it is possible that some spontaneous com-
plexes represent preliminary appearance of deeper sleep
(De Gennaro et al. 2000). However, because the delta
waves of deep sleep have no consistent pattern, it is rea-
sonable to assume that a high frequency of slow waves
with a consistent K complex appearance reflects a high
frequency of naturally occurring noxious stimuli. Know-
ledge of the frequency of K complexes may therefore be
helpful in identifying the presence of excessive sub-
threshold arousal stimuli that may contribute to the pa-
tient’s complaints. Excessive K complexes in the absence
of a clear cause in the PSG (e.g. sleep disordered breath-
ing, PLMs) may prompt a search for, and correction of,
other somatic or environmental sources of arousal
stimuli.
In the current visual scoring of clinical studies spindles
and K complexes are used exclusively to identify stage N2
(Berry et al. 2012). There is no consideration of spindle
characteristics or frequency of K complexes. Accordingly,
such potentially useful information is not captured. A
number of digital methods for identifying and characteriz-
ing spindles (Ferrarelli et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2013;
Wamsley et al. 2012; Mölle et al. 2002; Bódizs et al. 2009;
Wendt et al. 2012; Devuyst et al. 2010; Lajnef et al. 2015b;
Ray et al. 2015) and K complexes (Bremer et al. 1970;
Krohne et al. 2014; Richard and Lengelle 1998; Bankman
et al. 1992; Parekh et al. 2015) have been proposed and
used in research studies but none has been adapted to
clinical studies. Although there is agreement on the visual
appearance of these events (Berry et al. 2012), there is no
agreement on how to define them in quantitative terms.
This and the considerable inter-scorer variability in visual
scoring of these events (Warby et al. 2014; Wendt et al.
2015) have made it difficult to arrive at the “optimal”
digital approach. In the opinion of this writer, it is prefera-
ble to begin using any reasonable approach, and refine it
later if necessary, than wait for a consensus that has been
elusive for over 50 years. Once such an approach becomes
routinely available, its results in normal people can be
established, making it possible to determine when a
patient’s value is abnormal.
As indicated earlier, there are three validated commer-
cial systems for digital sleep scoring (Morpheus,
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ing down non-REM sleep into its three stages, all in-
clude algorithms for spindle and K complex detection.
There is no information regarding these algorithms in
Morpheus or Somnolyzer. The algorithms in MSS have
proven robust enough such that when spindles and K
complexes identified by this system were used to edit
(overrule) the manual scoring of non-REM sleep N1/N2
discrepancies between scorers decreased from 42 ± 36
epochs/PSG to 10 ± 10 epochs/PSG (Younes and Hanly
PJ. Minimizing Interrater Variability in Staging Sleep by
Use of Computer-Derived Features. J Clin Sleep Med
2016). The algorithms used by MSS to identify spindles
and K complexes have been described before (Younes
and Hanly PJ 2016). In addition to calculating the fre-
quency of the two events in stage N2, the software also
determines average spindle duration and power. In 316
PSGs scored by MSS, average spindle density over all N2
time in each central derivation (C3/M2, C4/M1) ranged
0.2 to 8.9 min−1 in different subjects and K complex
density ranged from 0.09 to 0.84 min−1. Average spindle
duration ranged from 1.05 to 1.7 s and average spindle
power ranged from 1.9 to 117.0 μV2. These values are
presented here to show that there is a wide range in all
these characteristics within the clinical sleep population,
which likely reflects clinical/pathological differences be-
tween patients, and also to show the ease with which a
large amount of such information can be obtained if
digital identification of these characteristics becomes a
routine component of EEG analysis.
Conclusion
It is argued that the technology of digital sleep scoring has
progressed enough to make it possible to obtain reliable, re-
producible scoring, comparable in accuracy to that of
highly trained technologists, with minimal editing. At the
same time, it has become clear that inter-rater variability in
scoring sleep is sufficiently serious as to raise doubt about
the validity of R&K’s N1 to N3 stages as a measure of sleep
depth. Apart from elimination of variability in conventional
sleep assessment between scorers, and reduction in cost, in-
clusion of digital scoring in the routine analysis of clinical
PSGs would make it possible to obtain information that is
not possible to obtain with visual scoring. These include
providing in each patient a continuous index of sleep depth,
and quantitative estimates of arousal intensity, alpha intru-
sion, and characteristics of spindles and K complexes. Al-
though the clinical utility of these indices has not yet been
proven, there is sufficient information from scientific inves-
tigations that they might well explain some complaints/dis-
orders that are currently not explained after conventional
scoring. Widespread availability of this additional informa-
tion at no cost and with no intervention would greatly fa-
cilitate research into the clinical utility of these indices.Acknowledgements
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